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Abstract 

 

Despite Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems based on Ultrasonic Guided 

Waves (UGW) have been investigated for many years, there are still some technical 

challenges that prevent the application of this technology to a field environment (1). 

Main drawbacks are challenging signal interpretation due to wave dispersion, multi-

modal behaviour, and influences from operating and environmental conditions. In 

consequence, signal evaluation is almost always comparative to baseline measurement 

taken when no damage is present in a structure. Analysis focuses on the interpretation of 

signal change, not the signal itself. The paper presents a methodology, which introduces 

a reference path as the cornerstone for baseline selection and the compensation of 

operating conditions. Feature extraction methods are used for signal description in a 

compact way suitable for further processing, transformations, and machine learning 

algorithms.  

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Automatic SHM based on ultrasonic guided waves (UGW) is slowly establishing its 

position in the field of non-destructive testing (NDT). Structural monitoring by means 

of permanently installed sensors enables the inspection of hardly accessible areas, 

reduces manual work, and thus significantly cuts maintenance costs. The technology is 

attractive for various applications across aircraft industry, wind power plants, bridge 

constriction, or gas pipes. It can be used for crack detection in thin plates, solid 

structural components, for corrosion detection, or the inspection of barely visible impact 

damages (BVID) such as delamination in composite structures (CFRP).  

  

The UGW SHM technology, also called the acusto-ultrasonic, is based on the 

interaction of guided waves propagated through the material (e.g. Lamb or Rayleigh 

waves) with damage (2). Simple and effective solution for the generation of stress 

waves are piezoelectric elements (PZT). These small elements are bonded on the 

surface using adhesive. Voltage pulse applied to the electrodes generates the mechanical 

deformation of the PZT. PZT deformation interacts with the surface of the structure and 

develops stress waves spreading across the material. Sensing of the wave can be done 

by the same transducer leveraging the reversed piezoelectric effect. Propagated stress 

wave develops the deformation of the PZT element and generates electrical charge on 

its electrodes. Electric charge can be then easily converted into a measurable voltage. 

 

Advantage is that Lamb waves can travel long distances and through the whole 

thickness of plate-like structures (3). Couple of sensors can cover larger areas for the 

detection of internal as well as surface damages such as cracks, delamination, or 

corrosion. On the contrary, the main drawback and limiting factor for implementation of 
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this technology, is the sensitivity of waves to various operating and environmental 

conditions (1). Main events and influential factors that can change signal properties in 

random or permanent manner are: 

 

• Environmental and operating conditions 

o Temperature and temperature fields 

o Mechanical loading  

o Vibration 

o Moisture and humidity 

• Damages 

o Cracks, delamination, corrosion, etc. 

• Surface conditions  

o Contamination by dust, dirt, grease, etc. 

• Degradation of sensor network (long term) 

o Boundary conditions of monitored structure (bonding, rivets, crews) 

o Ageing of materials (due to temperature and UV radiation) 

o Degradation of adhesives 

Standard approach for the damage detection and for the compensation of influential 

factors uses baseline comparison strategy (3). It evaluates difference between the 

baseline signal taken at pristine state (without damage), and signal acquired after some 

time (with a potential damage). If the difference is larger than a given threshold, damage 

is concluded. To deal with mentioned influential factors, baseline signals must be taken 

at various conditions. The right baseline is then selected based on their similarity or the 

measurements of auxiliary environmental sensors. The flight test focused on the 

monitoring of CFRP structures on A340 Airbus showed (1), there are practical issues to 

acquire sufficient reference measurement data for the baseline comparison technique to 

supress the sensitivity of the acusto-ultrasonic system to the whole range of operating 

conditions.  

 

In the case of the aircraft L39-NG, detection focuses on barely visible damage in 

laminate structures caused by an impact (BVID). Considered damage is sudden and can 

occur anytime. There is no gradual damage growth as in the case of fatigue crack 

propagation, and there is no time to generate large baseline (reference) data set. It means 

that damage detection must be done from one measurement, which can be affected by 

the damage, and several baseline measurements taken at the intact state affected by 

various operating conditions.  

 

To limit the effect of uncontrolled operating conditions, inspection can be done on the 

ground. Nevertheless, significant influential factors, mainly ambient temperature, must 

be compensated by an additional algorithm, which must be able to discriminate between 

effects caused by damage and effects caused by variable environment. 

 

The concept of SHM system for the L39-NG is shown in Figure 1. Data is acquired and 

the database of previous baseline signals is extended. The processing server compares 

actual signal with baseline. If relevant significant difference is found, the presence of 
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damage is indicated. Time required for the data processing is relatively short. The main 

bottleneck in the considered application is fast searching through the database of 

historical data. Expected optimal time of this processing is lower than 5 minutes. 

 

 
Figure 1. Concept of SHM system 

 

Developed algortihm should be able to detect damage from measured signals and to 

provide its localization. Expected precision of localization is ± 150 mm. The detection 

algorithm should provide output as one of two possible states, 0: intact structure, 1: 

damaged structure. 

 

2. Standard techniques for the compensation of operating conditions 

 
Most of compensation techniques work well under laboratory conditions, but face to 

many issues when they are applied to the real aircraft operating conditions (1). Probably 

the biggest challenge of the UGW methods is the complex analysis of received signal 

due to various overlapping reflections from structural boundaries, wave dispersions, and 

influences from operating and environmental conditions (3).  

 

A standard approach for analysing UGW signals is based on comparison between the 

baseline signal taken at pristine state (without damage), and signal acquired from the 

same structure with a possible defect (2). There are many approaches how to quantify 

similarity of the two signals. The most straightforward method is based on the 

calculation of residual signal (difference between current and baseline signal). If the 

residual signal is larger than a given threshold, the presence of damage can be 

concluded under assumptions that no other factors were changed (boundary conditions, 

temperature, or load). 

 

To supress the effect of the environment, especially temperature, several methods were 

developed in recent years. Two most popular methods are optimal baseline selection 

(OBS) and baseline signal stretch (BSS) (3). OBS methodology relies on several 

baseline signals, which are acquired at different temperatures. Baseline is selected based 

on a criteria function minimizing deviation between baseline and current signal. It is 

also possible to select the baseline directly on the temperature measurement, however 

the results are worse as it is difficult to select representative temperature over the whole 

structure. Results might be improved if temperature is measured at each PZT sensor 

position, nevertheless, this puts new requirements on the installation, cables and 

hardware. 

 

The second popular method is baseline signal stretch (BSS) (2). This technique modifies 

the baseline signal considering effect of temperature on the wave propagation as well as 

of structural thermal expansion. Stretching can be done in both time and frequency 
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domain. There are also several modifications of BSS, which try to improve the method 

by adding different correction factors for particular wave packets. Nevertheless, 

temperature change is not linear over the whole temperature range and the accuracy of 

signal correction is limited. Therefore, some baseline set taken at several temperatures is 

also required. As (3) states for CFRP specimen, BSS strategy is effective for 

temperature difference between baseline and actual signal of around 1 °C to 3 °C and up 

to 13 °C with modified BSS method (MBSS) when detecting a small artificial damage. 

In the case of an aluminium plate it was 15 °C for BSS and 23 °C for MBSS method for 

the same artificial damage (3). From these results, it is obvious that wave propagations 

through composite materials are very sensitive to temperature changes. 

 

There are also baseline-free techniques, which try to avoid problematic acquisition of 

the large baseline set in various operating conditions. More details about time reversal 

method, mode-conversion-based, sensor-array-based techniques, or instantaneous 

baseline method can be found in (2). Instantaneous baseline method (5) uses for the 

baseline a path, which has similar geometry, has similar boundary conditions, and it is 

affected by the similar environmental conditions. Principle is explained in Figure 2, 

where path 1 acts as instantaneous baseline for paths 3, 4, and 5. Considering 

manufacturing and local variabilities between each transducer paths, calibration factor 

must be introduced to minimize their difference. Nevertheless, baseline-free techniques 

are still not mature enough for complex structures and practical applications due to large 

noise factors affecting signal generation and multi-modal wave propagation. 

 

 
Figure 2. CFRP plate with impact damage (5) 

 

Main features of standard compensation methods can be summarized in several bullets: 

• Damage index is computed by the modification of correlation or by an average 

(integral) difference between two signals (residuals). 

• Size of the damage is estimated by linking values of the damage index to the 

values of the damage. 

• Damage position is interpolated from the damage indices from more paths.  

• External influences are compensated directly in raw signals.  

 

However, these methods have some disadvantages: 

• Single damage index does not distinguish between different signals. Evaluation 

of the damage index strongly depends on the baseline and there is no linear 

relationship between damage size and signal shape.  
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• The actual changes in signals are not described. It is unclear how the signal is 

really changed. For example, signal change due temperature can lead to the same 

damage index as the one resulting from a damage. Signals look different, but 

damage index is the same. 

• Large baseline set is needed to get useful results in a wider range of 

environmental conditions. 

3. Multipath logic for compensation of environmental factors 

 
The main idea behind the proposed method is to use a reference path for the 

identification of the right baseline set for the detection area. Principle is visualized in 

Figure 3. The reference path is placed on the structure where no damage is expected, 

and which is affected by similar operating conditions as the rest of the sensor network. 

Knowing that signal from the reference path is not affected by the damage, it can be 

used for the identification of the baseline set for the corresponding operating conditions. 

 

Reference	path Detection		area	

damage

Baseline	measurements	

with	no	damage

Actual	measurements	

with	possible	damage

1.

2.

sensor	

 
Figure 3. Example of sensor network 

 

Alternatively, the reference path can be also identified within the detection area under 

assumption that only few nearby paths will be affected by the damage, and the rest of 

paths are only affected by operating conditions (see Figure 2). If individual baselines are 

found for each path, their time of acquisition and corresponding operating conditions 

should be the same if the structure is not damaged. On the contrary, large variations 

between baseline time acquisitions denotes anomality or the presence of the damage in 

the structure.  

 

The algorithm is described in the block diagram in Figure 4. When measurement is 

performed, relevant signal features are extracted from the acquired signals. Signal 

features describe signal in a compact way suitable for further data analysis. In the next 

step, baseline for reference path is identified. The historical signal most similar to actual 

is selected. A criteria function minimizing difference between selected features of 

baseline and actual signal is used for this task. 

 

Data	

acquisition
Decision

Feature	

extraction
trigger

Compensation	

to	influential	

factors

Baseline	

selection

Damage	

detection
 

Figure 4. Block diagram of damage detection algorithm 
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The compensation of environmental and operating factors is done in two steps to 

increase the accuracy of the damage detection. At first, reference baseline selection 

acting as clustering method identifies signals acquired at corresponding environment. 

And secondly, the identified baseline signals can be further corrected with respect to 

measured conditions. Correction can be done by signal interpolation or the 

transformation of signal features. The second step of correction is important if the 

baseline set is limited and higher accuracy is needed. More details will be provided in 

the following sections. 

 

Finally, the corrected baseline set is compared with actual measurements. If the 

difference between features is above specified threshold, damage is concluded. 

 

 

3.1 Feature extraction 

 

The core part of the algorithm lies in the description of received signals in a compact 

way suitable for fast processing and computation. Feature extraction is based on 

parameters describing geometrical changes between signals. Various local or global 

features can be extracted from measured signals. Amplitudes or phases of individual 

waves are just one example shown in Figure 5. Individual features construct a numeric 

vector, which acts as input for further blocks of damage detection algorithm. This 

approach makes analysis more sensitive to local changes and to specific wave packets. 

Various combinations of phase and amplitude changes can be evaluated and tracked. 

This allows more complex analysis and adjustable signal correction for individual wave 

packets. It also provides significant data compression (more than 1:30, depending on 

settings and the number of features). Having less data is beneficial for integrated 

solutions and operations with large data sets, where many iterations and multiple 

comparisons and signal matching is expected. 

   

 
Figure 5. Visualization of change of signal features 
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3.2 Baseline Selection and Compensation of Influential Factors 

 

As it was mentioned earlier, there are several influential factors affecting UGW 

measurements. The simplest compensation would be achieved when inspection was 

done at the same environmental and operating conditions. For example, if the inspection 

is performed on the ground in a hangar with controlled temperature. Flight-to-flight 

variability between measurements would be small, and damage could be detected with 

only one baseline signal and no signal correction. However, from an airport to airport, 

from season to season, various operating conditions occur, and damage detection 

algorithm must account for their compensation. The way how to compensate for the   

environmental factors depends on application. Basically, there are four main options 

(already mentioned in Section 3): 

1. signal correction based on measured environment 

2. large baseline set from the whole range of conditions 

3. detection of specific signal characteristics not sensitive to environment 

4. multiple comparison between paths, anomaly detection 

 

Compensation approach for the proposed method is depicted in Figure 6. Baseline 

selection is done based on a criteria function selecting baseline with the smallest 

deviation from the current signal (smallest difference between selected features). If 

there was enough data taken across the whole range of temperatures and loading 

conditions, it would be possible to find baseline for reference signal directly. However, 

in many practical applications, the size of the baseline set is limited or there is no time 

to acquire large baseline database across all operating conditions. If the baseline set is 

limited to just few measurements at several stress levels, additional signal compensation 

must be implemented. Signal stretching (3), or interpolation may be used to transform 

baseline with respect to actual operating conditions. 

 

Find	baseline	for	

reference	path

Signal	

correction

Identify	baseline	

for	other	paths

Calculate	

transformation

Reference	

path

Selected	baselines	

after	correction

Baseline	

data	set

Baseline	for	reference	path

c

Transformation	of	

baseline	to	actual	signal

 
Figure 6. The block diagram of algorithm for the compensation of operating conditions 

 

An advantage in the usage of signal features is an easy transformation and signal 

interpolation. Signal interpolation can be used to create baseline signal if temperature 

measurement is available. For example, if there are baselines taken at various known 

conditions (temperature), the baseline feature for actual signal (A2) can be interpolated 

based on features of two closest signals (A1, A3) as is depicted in Figure 7. The 

relationship between temperature and individual features can be determined by a 

calibration measurement in laboratory. 
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Figure 7. Example of signal features interpolation 

 

The method described in Figure 8 does not need information about temperature or other 

factors. The idea lies in finding the transformation of selected baseline (signal number 

1) to the features of measured reference signal (actual signal). Found transformation is 

then applied to the whole baseline set. However, an individual correction factor may be 

needed to suppress the effect of manufacturing variability and the position of each 

sensor pair.  

 

 
Figure 8. Visualization of feature transformation 

 

 

3.3 Damage detection 

 

Block diagram for the damage detection algorithm is shown in Figure 9. The main idea 

behind the damage identification is to compare baseline (new) and current state of the 

monitored structure. Result of the comparison usually provides one scalar number, 

commonly called damage index. This number describes “how much the signals differ 

between each other” or “how large the damage is”. The damage is detected if the 

damage index passes defined threshold. Two thresholds can be defined in standard 
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application. Noise threshold, which represent signal changed due factors such as 

boundary conditions, loading, temperature, or hardware (2). And damage threshold that 

indicates the presence of the damage. 

 

The simplest calculation of the damage index is the sum of individual feature changes 

(residual analysis). Nevertheless, knowing how damage affects the signals and which 

parts of signals, damage calculation can be linked with specific local or global features, 

and several damage indicators can be developed. More complex data analysis can 

reduce the occurrence of false alarm by monitoring local and global changes. For 

example, temperature usually affect the whole signal consistently, while damage 

influences only local parameters. Damage detection can be concluded from various 

parameters such as the phase change of the first wave or the attenuation of later several 

wave packets. 

Comparison
Statistical	analysis	

(anomaly	detection)

Calculation	of	

damage	

indicators

Time

D
I

Selected	

baselines

Decision

Actual	

measurements
 

Figure 9. Block diagram of damage detection algorithm 

 

4.  Experiment and results 

 
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, three sets of tests were performed: 

- Impact test to verify damage detection capabilities.  

- Temperature test to estimate the influence of temperature in the range between -

20 and + 70 °C 

- Load test to estimate effect of mechanical load (not used in this article) 

 

The damage was created in the middle of the test specimen and then developed step by 

step to the edge of the specimen. Impact energy was determined by a prior testing so as 

BVID was simulated. Distance between two adjacent impacts in the line was 10 mm. 

Three critical damage sizes were specified to evaluate individual damage detection 

capabilities. Small damage represents one impact into the middle of the board (size of 

damaged area is around 10 mm), medium damage two nearby impacts (damage about 

25-30 mm), and large damage five impacts (damage size about 50-60 mm). The 

magnitude of signal change representing the damage detection threshold was calculated 

from the baseline set before and after impact test at ambient conditions. The signal 

correction using feature transformation was not tested due to time constrains and no 

temperature data at various damages. 

 

Preliminary results are shown in Figure 10. The magnitude of signal change between the 

baseline at 12 °C and actual measurement taken at different temperature is shown by 

blue points. The magnitude of signal change caused by the impact damage is shown by 
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horizontal lines (thresholds). As can be seen, the smallest BVID damage would be 

correctly detected if the temperature difference between the baseline and actual signal 

was within ± 5 °C. A larger damage could be detected if temperature difference was 

below ± 15 °C. This creates constrain for the final algorithm about the minimal spread 

of baseline signals. 

 

 
Figure 10. Robustness of damage detection algorithm against temperature.  

 

5.  Conclusions 

 
The article discusses methods of temperature compensation and damage detection in 

cases where there is only limited baseline set available. It introduces the utilization of a 

reference path to a position where no damage is expected for the identification of right 

baseline sets. It also describes signal interpolation and feature transformation as 

methods for the baseline signal correction and compensation of environmental 

conditions. The proposed method can be applied on wider structures with evenly spread 

sensor pairs, which are operating under similar conditions. 

Experiment showed that without signal correction, baseline signal should be 

acquired each 10 ᵒC to detect a medium damage. More tests would be needed to 

describe interaction between influential factors and overall robustness of the proposed 

solution in real environment. 
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